Brazil’s Vale Declares Force Majeure (BREAKING NEWS)

Audit of Burst Brazil Tailings Dam Raised Concerns over Drainage, Monitoring (BREAKING NEWS)
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/international/2019/02/06/516929.htm

Brazil Set to Ban Upstream Tailings Dams After Collapse Kills Hundreds (BREAKING NEWS)

Vale Shares Plunge After WSJ Says Inspectors Gave Warning Before Dam Collapse (BREAKING NEWS)

Court Orders Vale To Stop Using Tailings Dams As Death Toll Climbs Above 120 (BREAKING NEWS)

‘Overflowing’ Fears at Townsville Nickel Plant Dams Drops as Rain Slows (BREAKING NEWS)
Brazilian Court Shuts Vale Tailings Dams, Denting Output (BREAKING NEWS)

ExcelPlas Labs Offer Free Service for Testing and Characterizing Tailings (Elemental Analysis and Particle Size Distribution) (Special Offer)

Researcher identified Failure Points in Vale Tailings Dam Using Particle Image Velocimetry [PIV]

Dry Tailings Storage – A New Approach in Tailings Risk Management

Sucking Up Tailings with a Remote Control Dredger

Causes and Environmental Impact of the Gold-tailings Dam Failure

HGM to Build New Large New Tailings Dam in Guildford, Tasmania

BHP, Vale Finalise Samarco Dam Disaster Compensation
Effectiveness of Geomembranes in Tailings Storage Facilities (Special Feature)

An Open Discussion: Innovations in Tailings Water Management (November 8th, 2018)

Study of Tailings Management Technologies
https://www.kloh.com/blog/study-of-tailings-management-technologies/

Mini-Dredgers Offer Solution for Backfilling of Tailings into Mine Stopes
https://cloud.excelplas.com/index.php/s/5GT13lXNxXJxV57

Stay Up to Date and Stay In Touch with the Latest Tailings News

ExcelPlas Geosynthetics Testing Expands Geosynthetic Testing Offerings
ExcelPlas now performs more than 120 standard geosynthetic tests in accordance with relevant ASTM, GRI and ISO standards.
We have extensive experience with all types of geosynthetics – from geomembranes (HDPE, LLDPE, fPP), geotextiles to geonets, geogrids, geocomposites and and geosynthetic clay liners (GCLs).
As a Nationally Accredited Testing Laboratory, our technicians, equipment and quality system are monitored regularly for proficiency and compliance assuring that you can
count on quality results every time.

This Newsletter is brought to you by ExcelPlas Labs – Australia’s Largest group of Geosynthetics Testing Labs.
http://www.excelplas.com/

Any news requests should be sent to john@excelplas.com
To subscribe, visit https://www.tailingsnews.com.au/subscribe/
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